"I'm David's neighbour, but I didn't realise he'd been recording music for the last 10 years. He needed a hand to sort these pieces of music out, and I'm quite methodical so I volunteered to help. We'd meet on a Monday and sift through all his Minidiscs, then I'd take stuff away and spend another day at my studio developing the ideas. We continued like this for ages and, beginning to end, this album took 21 months of work. At one stage I seriously thought it would be a triple album."

"As we went on, I knew we had to get out into the real world, as it were, and book a studio. So we went to Abbey Road, we worked at my studio, we worked on his boat (Astoria). It took time because David's demos are often just tiny fragments. It could be just 30 seconds of a guitar riff... there's some with him playing in the kitchen with all the kids screaming round and you can hear David going, Go away. I'm trying to do some bloody work!

"Is David a good judge of his work? Well, this is not the album I would have put together. But my job was to give alternatives. Ultimately the record had to reflect how David was feeling - and in that sense, job done. It's not just by him in truth; he really is a duo now, with his wife [and co-lyric writer] Polly. It's a laid-back record, yes, but Robert Wyatt (who plays trumpet on Then I Close My Eyes - Ed) coined this phrase, it's Floyd time. There's rock time, and there's Floyd time. And David operates on Floyd time."

"One of the opinions I gave was on his guitar playing. I remember saying, There'll be a lot of players listening to this and they expect high standards. David laughed. No pressure then! He knew stakes were high. But the solo on the title track is one of his best ever, no question. That's why he spent four days just recording that.

"David's sound is a very natural thing. He has great quality guitars, great leads, great amps. His use of compression, and just the right amount of distortion, is superb. There are not many other effects, no matter what people think. And he has very strong hands, he's able to pull and bend strings in a very controlled way. He's a craftsman, he really is. I love his use of a Whammy pedal on The Blue too. He's made that on his own now, the way he uses it really slowly unlike the metal guys. And his slide playing all over this album is really impressive. Listen to Breathe. Great Gig In The Sky, High Hopes... I don't think there's any other guitarist in the rock genre, who plays slide like David.

"Did I play guitar on this album? No! I played keyboards, I played cello, anything else... (laughs). It would be stupid for me to play guitar on a David Gilmour album."
INTERVIEW David Gilmour

THAT NOTHING IS SACRED ON. I'VE HAD HOLES DRILLED IN IT. IT'S STILL A GOOD GUITAR."

YOU HAVE MANY STRATS; HOW DO YOU DECIDE WHAT TO USE ON A TRACK OR LIVE DATE?

"FOR MANY YEARS ONE OF THE PROBLEMS OF TOURING WAS [RF] INTERFERENCE — ESPECIALLY IF, LIKE ME, YOU'RE THE SORT OF BASTARD WHO TENDS TO USE A HUGE PEDALBOARD. THOSE EFFECTS PEDALS REALLY TENDED TO PICK UP INTERFERENCE, AS DID THE DIMMERS ON THE LIGHTING RIGS. AND WITH PINK FLOYD WE DID HAVE EXTENSIVE LIGHTING RIGS, WHICH BUZZED HORRIBLY. BUT WHEN I FIRST HEARD OF AND GOT HOLD OF THOSE EMG PICKUPS, THEY STOPPED THAT DEAD. THEY SOUNDED GREAT — A VERY FULL AND RICH TONE — BUT THEY DIDN'T SOUND QUITE AS 'STRATTY' IN SOME WAYS. THERE'S SOMETHING IN THE THINNESS AND PARTICULAR RANGE OF A STRAT THAT MAKES IT A STRAT. WITH EMG PICKUPS YOU TEND TO LOSE THAT LITTLE BIT. BUT NOWADAYS, OF COURSE, EVERYTHING IS MUCH BETTER SHIELDED AND THE LIGHTING RIGS OPERATE FROM A COMPLETELY DIFFERENT GENERATOR. THINGS ARE SET UP FAR BETTER. SO THESE DAYS I CAN GO BACK TO USING THE OLDER STRATS LIVE AND I'VE BEEN USING MY BLACK STRAT AGAIN, AS I DID AT LIVE8."

ROGER HAS BEEN PRETTY VOCAL IN THE PRESS ABOUT HOW POSITIVE THE EXPERIENCE WAS FOR HIM. HE SEEMS TO BE SAYING HE'D LIKE TO DO MORE — TO RECONCEIVE PINK FLOYD ON A MORE REGULAR BASIS. WHAT DO YOU THINK OF THIS?

"I HAVE GREAT PRIDE AND AFFECTION FOR MOST OF MY PINK FLOYD CAREER. MUSICALLY AND ARTISTICALLY IT WAS VERY SATISFYING. BUT IT'S THE PAST FOR ME. DONE IT. I DON'T HAVE ANY DESIRE TO GO BACK THERE. DOING A TOUR WITHOUT MAKING A RECORD WOULD JUST BE DOING IT FOR THE MONEY, AND THINKING ABOUT MAKING A NEW RECORD WITH ALL OF US, INCLUDING ROGER. I JUST DON'T THINK THAT WOULD WORK. ROGER AND I HAVE HAD TOO LONG BEING HORRIBLE LITTLE DESPOTS. I JUST DON'T THINK IT WOULD MAKE ME A HAPPIER HUMAN BEING. SORRY, I'LL PASS ON IT."

IT'S NICE THAT THE WAY THE TITLE TRACK ON AN ISLAND KIND OF FLOATS BETWEEN AN E MINOR FEEL AND A G MAJOR FEEL?

"G6, YEAH, IT'S FUNNY HOW THESE THINGS COME OUT. IT SOUNDED WRONG IN G AND IT SOUNDED WRONG IN E MINOR. SO I DID IT IN E MINOR AND USED THE G ROOT NOTE. ORIGINALLY I JUST USED THE G ROOT NOTE, BUT SOMETHING MADE ME REALISE I SHOULD SLIDE BETWEEN THE TWO. IT CREATES ITS OWN SOUND."

IS THAT TRIPLE-METER TIME SIGNATURE A GOOD ONE FOR SOLOING? YOU'VE USED IT A LOT...

"THAT'S A FUNNY THING TOO. I WRITE MORE IN 3/4 TIME AND 6/8 TIME THAN I DO IN 4/4. ONE OF THE THINGS WE WERE LOOKING FOR IN PUTTING THIS ALBUM TOGETHER WAS TO TRY AND BALANCE OUT THE 3/4S WITH A FEW MORE 4/4S. I GUESS I'M JUST A WALTZ TIME SORT OF GUY."

WHAT GUITAR AND AMP DID YOU USE FOR THAT ON AN ISLAND SOLO?

"THAT ONE WAS THE OLD BLACK STRAT I MENTIONED EARLIER, THROUGH A HIWATT COMBO. I'VE GOT A VERY OLD FENDER TWEED TWIN — A LOVELY SOUNDING AMP — BUT I COULDN'T MAKE IT WORK FOR THAT TRACK SO I WENT TO THE HIWATT ONCE AGAIN. I HAVE A HIWATT COMBO AND A HIWATT 100-WATT HEAD AND A 4 X 12 CAB IN THIS ROOM. IT'S A BIT OF A PROBLEM. A 100-WATT HIWATT JUST DOESN'T REALLY LIKE BEING IN A CLOSE SPACE LIKE THIS. SO GETTING THE RIGHT AMP THAT REALLY LIKES THE ROOM IS TRICKY."

FOR SOLOS, DO YOU WRITE THEM OUT IN YOUR HEAD FIRST, OR DO YOU JUST BLAST AWAY AND COMP THE BEST BITS?

"I TRY TO LIVE WITH THE TRACK BEFORE I EVEN TOUCH A GUITAR THAT'S GOING TO PLAY A SOLO ON IT. WHEN I'M WORKING AT HOME IT'S EASY TO JUST PICK UP A GUITAR, NOT WORK ON A SOUND VERY MUCH AND JUST PLAY A LITTLE BIT. AT FIRST I FIND MYSELF LOVING WHAT I DO THAT WAY. BUT ULTIMATELY I THINK IT'S NOT TOO GOOD AND WANT TO CHANGE SOME BITS. BUT THEN I FIND MYSELF NOT ABLE TO MATCH THE SOUND OF THE ORIGINAL SOLO, OR SOMETIMES WANTING FOR A BETTER SOUND. SO I TRY TO MAKE IT SO THAT WHEN I GO FOR A SOLO, THE SOUND IS REALLY TOGETHER AND WELL THOUGHT OUT. BECAUSE VERY OFTEN THE FIRST TAKE IS THE BEST TAKE — EXCEPT WHEN YOU TRY TO PLAN IT THAT WAY. THEN YOU'RE STILL STRUGGLING WITH THE SAME DAMN SOLO THREE DAYS LATER. SO REALLY I HAVE NO METHOD."
You could say that after being a professional musician for 40 years I should know what I'm doing. But I find it best to just hurl myself into it a different way each time.

**IS THE GLISSANDO** effect in the guitar solo for The Blue a [DigiTech] Whammy pedal?

"Yes, I love it. You've guessed what it is, but I generally don't like to say how that's done. I love driving people crazy. They come and say, How the fuck did you do that? I've been working for months trying to get that. And I say, It's just a pedal! I used it on Marooned from The Division Bell [see David play that on the Guitarist 364 DVD]. It's the same sort of thing - gives a whole extra dimension. It has a flavour of that old album, Songs Of The Humpback Whale, where they recorded whale noises. It's that floating thing. Both Marooned and The Blue are pieces of music that remind me of the sea..."

**THIS HEAVEN BRINGS** out some of your blues influences, doesn't it?

"That was just another little jam from my front room. Phil Manzanera took it away one day. He'd often do that because he's got a studio in London. He took it there and cut a one bar loop out of what I'd done, sped it up slightly and changed the key. My original demo was in E minor; he took it up to F minor. We added drums to that loop and turned it into a track. And obviously the blues is a large influence on there. But all my guitar playing is rooted in the blues. The guitar solo at the end of On An Island is steeped in blues influence too. But This Heaven is overtly a blues."